PBI Lump Sum Buyout Process FAQs
Frequently Asked Questions
Q: What is PBI?
A: The Performance Based Incentive, or PBI, is one of two types of incentives offered by the California Solar
Initiative (CSI) incentive program. PBI customers receive monthly incentive payments based on the actual
performance of their solar PV system. The actual production is reported to the Program Administrator (PA) once
a month by a Performance Data Provider (PDP), contracted by the PBI participant. Any PV systems participating
in the CSI program that exceed 30kW (CEC‐AC) are required to participate in PBI, and any PV systems larger than
10KW (CEC‐AC) can opt‐into the PBI program.
Originally, PBI customers were set to receive a total of 60 monthly payments over five years. In December 2015,
the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) approved Decision 15‐12‐023 implementing a proposal from
the PAs to expedite the buyout structure for all new and existing PBI projects. The Lump Sum Buyout process
will truncate the monthly reporting and payments to a minimum of two years, followed by a lump sum buyout
payment which would account for the remaining 36 months, from the original 60 month timeline.
Q: What is the new PBI Lump Sum Buyout?
A: In the original PBI program design, each PBI customer was to receive a total of 60 PBI monthly payments, over
the course of five years. The Lump Sum Buyout will truncate the reporting and payment timeline down to a 24‐
month minimum reporting timeline, followed by a lump sum buyout. The Lump Sum Buyout will account for all
remaining months until 60, and will be calculated based on the historical performance trends during the initial
reporting months.
Q: Will all PBI projects receive a Lump Sum Buyout?
A: Not necessarily. On December 31, 2016, all PBI projects will be categorized into 1 of 3 application categories,
based on the number of months reported up to, and including, December 2016:
New: A ‘New’ application is defined as a PBI project who has not yet reported 24 months of monthly
data yet. This includes projects who have been granted a Reservation under the PBI program, and those
who have reported between 1 – 23 months of monthly PBI data.
Existing: An ‘Existing’ application is any PBI project who has reported between 24 – 48 months of
monthly performance data.
Mature: A ‘Mature’ application is defined as any project who has reported 49+ months of monthly
performance data.
New applications will continue monthly reporting until month 24 is reached, followed by the Lump Sum Buyout.
All Existing applications will cease monthly reporting after December 2016, and will receive the Lump Sum
Buyout in early 2017.
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Mature applications will, by default, continue monthly reporting until the 60‐month timeline has been
completed. Mature applications can also opt‐in to the lump sum buyout process, and receive a final lump sum
payment in lieu of the continued monthly reporting.
Mature applications wishing to opt‐in to the lump sum buyout should do so in writing to the respective PA,
which will be acknowledged and confirmed by the PA, once received. Lump sum payments will be made within
45 days of the final performance meter read date.
Q: When will I receive my Lump Sum Buyout?
A: This first round of Lump Sum Buyouts will be issued in early 2017, for Existing applications (report #24‐48)
and applicable Mature applications (report #49+). Lump Sum Buyout payments will continuously be made as
New applications reach month #24 and complete their truncated PBI reporting timeline.
Lump sum payments will be sent within 45 days of the final meter read date.
Q: How can I estimate what my lump sum buyout will be?
A: The CaliforniaDGStats.ca.gov page hosts a pubic dataset titled the “CSI Measured Production Data Set” where
you can find your past production.
You will need to know your PBI project id (Ex: PGE‐CSI‐10000, SCE‐CSI‐10000, SD‐CSI‐10000)) and your reserved
rate ($/kWh), which can be located on your Incentive Claim approval notice.
1. Download the report, and locate your project ID to find the lines of monthly kWh totals that have
been reported, and paid on.
2. Take the sum of the monthly kWh totals to use for the “Sum of Actual reported production” in the
formula below.
Using the formula below, you can estimate your lump sum buyout amount. Please note that the public dataset
may not include all of the most recent payments, which could affect the final buyout amount.
Lump Sum Buyout ($) =
((# of remaining months from 60) * (Sum of actual reported production / # of months reported)) * (Reserved Rate)

Q: How will customers be notified?
A: Each PBI customer should have received an email or letter in the summer of 2016 explaining the Lump Sum
Buyout process, as it is expected to apply to their specific project. In addition, the PAs hosted a Q3 2016 CSI
Program Forum explaining the program changes, which all PBI customers were invited to attend. Each PA may
communicate with their PBI participants differently; however, any PBI customer can always contact their PA for
further questions.
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The detailed PBI Lump Sum Buyout process can be found in the CSI Handbook Section 3.3.1, which is located on
www.GoSolarCalifornia.ca.gov. You may visit this YouTube link, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKKwKJwkrdA, to
watch and listen to the last Public Forum used to present these program changes. These presentation slides can also be
referenced in Appendix A of this document.
Q: Which customers are eligible for the Buyout?
A: All PBI project are eligible for the lump sum buyout once they have reported system performance data for a
minimum of 24 months.
Q: Can anyone opt‐out of this Lump Sum Buyout process?
A: The only customers that can opt‐out of the Lump Sum Buyout are those with a Mature application status on
December 31, 2016, and have less than a year left of monthly reporting. This opt‐out is chosen by default for
Mature applications.
Q: What are the ongoing monitoring and reporting requirements once we have received a lump sum buyout?
A: Performance Monitoring (PMRS) is required for the entire duration of the original five‐year timeline. The
requirement for a Performance Data Provider (PDP) is only required for the monthly reporting timeline. Many
PDPs also offer PMRS services.
Q: What about my existing PDP contract?
A: The CSI PAs do not hold authority over the contracted PDPs, and any pre‐paid or five‐year contracts should be
attempted to be negotiated down by the customer. Each PDP approved for the PBI program has been informed
of this program change, and encouraged to provide leniency to PBI customers receiving a lump sum buyout.
The PAs encourage PBI customers to continue receiving PMRS services beyond the required five‐year timeline,
to ensure ideal system performance and greatest return on investment.
Q: When I first applied to the CSI Program, I received an incentive reservation. How does that reservation amount
come into play for PBI?
A: For PBI projects, actual production will be paid on, regardless of what the original incentive reservation was at
approval. Some PBI projects receive more than the original reservation incentive and others receive less. It is all
related to how well the PBI system performed as compared to the CSI Expected Performance Based Buydown
(EPBB) calculator estimate.
Q: How long will it take to receive my lump sum payment?
A: Lump Sum Buyouts will be issued within 45 days of the final meter read date.
Q: First year output is often lower than subsequent years due to initial troubleshooting of the system? Is there any
way to adjust for this so that the lower first year doesn’t adversely affect the lump sum buyout amount?
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A: PBI projects should be ready to report with steady, consecutive data once the Incentive Claim Form is
submitted. There are program leniencies built in to account for communication errors which are out of the Host
Customers control. These exceptions can be referenced in section 3.3.1.2 of the CSI Handbook, which can be
found on www.GoSolarCalifornia.ca.gov. The CSI Handbook grants each PA the authority and leniency to assess
extenuating project scenarios and determine the lump sum buyout amount using the historical performance
trends or EPBB estimates.
Q: What would happen if the solar system was closed/ taken down before the end of the 5‐year original PBI timeline,
but after the lump sum buyout is received?
A: Equipment installed under the CSI Programs is intended to be in place for the duration of its useful life. Only
permanently installed systems are eligible for CSI incentives. Please refer to Section 2.5 of the CSI Handbook
regarding Performance and Permanency Requirements, and the applicable exceptions. If a PBI project, who has
received their Lump Sum Buyout, faces system failure post Lump Sum Buyout, the CSI PAs encourages a timely
troubleshooting process to ensure ongoing ideal system performance.
Q: Contractors provide a 10 year workmanship warranty for CSI projects. If the Lump Sum Buyout is paid, is the
workmanship warranty timeline reduced accordingly?
A: No, the contractor workmanship warranty should remain in place for 10 years from contract signing. The
Lump Sum Buyout does not affect or truncate any program warranty requirements.
Q: Why is this Program change occurring?
A: The CSI program is slated to sunset on December 31, 2016, however the PBI program would extend for years
beyond that sunset date due to application extensions, reporting delays, and a five‐year monthly reporting
timeline. Each PA faced a potential shortfall in administrative funds, and therefore, jointly, filed a Petition for
Modification (PFM) to the CPUC on January 27, 2015. This PFM proposed to expedite the PBI buyout structure
by way of a truncated reporting timeline, followed by a lump sum payment.
On December 17, 2015, the CPUC released Decision 15‐12‐023 adopting the Lump Sum Buyout process.
Q: Where can I find a detailed explanation of the Lump Sum Buyout process?
A: Please reference Section 3.3.1 of the CSI Handbook, which can be found on www.GoSolarCalifornia.ca.gov.
Q: How can I contact my PA for more questions?
A: Contact your Program Administrator using the following email addresses:
o
o
o

Center for Sustainable Energy (CSE: serving the SDG&E service territory): pbi@energycenter.org
Southern California Edison (SCE): csigroup@sce.com
Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E): solar@pge.com
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